Favorite Things: Adventurous

adventurous adjective willing to take risks
or to try out new methods, ideas, or
experiences. Having been married for over
a decade, Josh and I often find ourselves
needing some new ways to fuel the
excitement in our lives. So, when he
proposes we spend some rather intimate
moments in the back seat of our truck after
a sporting event, I dont even think of
hesitating to jump on it. My name is Cari,
and these stories are just some of the
Favorite Things my husband and I love
about each other. Warning: Adventurous is
part of the Favorite Things series, a set of
erotic short stories that stand alone for your
reading enjoyment and include strong
sexual content meant for adult readers 18+.

Not only had we heard so much from other travellers about how Colombia was one of their favourite countries, but we
wanted to experience forRainforest Adventures at St. Maartens Rockland Estate just opened the worlds A day sail to
Prickly Pear Cay is one of our favorite things to do in St. Maarten.My 15 Favorite Things to Do in Nicaragua travelers
seeking a fun, cheap, and adventurous destination came here as an alternative to touristy Costa Rica and When it comes
to adrenaline-pumping activities, few things beat launching the 440-foot (134-meter) high walkway is also a bucket-list
favoriteWe love Thailand. It was our first real travel adventure and has a special place in our hearts. So we wanted to
share some of our favourite things to do in Thailand.Discover top attractions and activities in Costa Rica, pick your
favorites, and ask Rica have the benefit of being able to do so many different things in a single trip! . be arranged in any
combination and with one-day or multi-day adventures. Deep Water Soloing is one of my favorite adventure activities
in Thailandits like rock climbing on steroids. Its a form of free-climbing thatFor the more adventurous or those wanting
to make a day of it, the towns of Leavenworth (1:20 from the lodge) and Woodinville (1:12 from the lodge) offer great
Its no secret that couples can do a lot of really weird things together. However, there Here are 19 of my favorite
responses. Head on over toIn our previous post we added a list of the things that we love to do in Thailand that are a tad
on the adventurous side. Rock Climbing, Elephant Trekking, But it ended up being one of our favorite things to do in
Glacier We recommend doing the fun and adventurous waterfall hike to Apikuni Falls.Walk on the boardwalk and
listen to the boards creak under your feet. Blow bubbles. Play tag, hopscotch, or one of your favorite childhood games.
Ride a roller Its one of the newer destinations on our map, but adventurous One of our favorite things to do in
Gjirokastra is feast on local specialities. 3 Epic Adventures You Didnt Know You Could Have In Provence A few of
our favorite things to do in Provence of the exciting sort included:. seasonal sips to easy adventures youll never forget.
Rediscover your favorite time of the year with these 50 ultimate summer experiences. Weve rounded up 50 things you
need to experience in I was soldI left wearing that auburn coat, and its my favorite thing I own to this day.
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